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The high temperatures required for efficient operation of solar thermal power
plants constitutes one of the major challenges of this technology. Gaining
insight into materials behavior at very high temperatures is critical to im-
prove their techno-economic feasibility. Standard material characterization
approaches become inefficient, as extensive testing campaigns are required.
We propose a multiscale–multiphysical approach that accounts for materials
composition to (1) predict the behavior of both Inconel 625 and new solar salts,
and (2) assess the thermomechanical performance of key components. We
carried out a complete thermoelastic multiscale analysis that spans six time
and length scales in a single simulation platform, combining discrete and
continuum tools (from quantum to continuum mechanics). These applications
show the substantial economic benefits that may be achieved by an ICME
approach in the energy sector, reducing the cost of prototypes while decreasing
development times and maintenance costs due to a better understanding of
materials behavior.
INTRODUCTION
Solar energy has become an interesting sustain-
able alternative to fossil fuel combustion, experi-
encing an essential impulse in the last years.1
Moreover, solar energy plants have proven to be
the best choice at specific locations, especially in
remote areas. In this sense, the Atacama-1 project, a
hybrid photovoltaic (PV) and concentrated solar
power (CSP) plant (Atacama Desert, Chile), was
claimed to be the first commercial plant in which
this type of energy was the most efficient solution
both economically and environmentally.2 However,
the global market penetration of these type of plants
is still restricted by their current high levelized cost
of energy, compared to traditional oil-based energy
production. This problem can be tackled by increas-
ing the cycle efficiency and designing high-capacity
energy storage systems.3 Both cases require an
increase of the operating temperature. However,
such an increase may cause side effects in the
materials performance, sometimes leading to the
failure of critical components (e.g., receivers, heat
exchangers), among other significant implications.
Materials characterization in key CSP plant
components at these higher temperatures is there-
fore of great importance in the assessment of their
technical and economic feasibility. The use of clas-
sical phenomenological constitutive models becomes
very inefficient under this scenario, as it requires
testing materials at many different conditions.
Moreover, changes in material microstructure and
operation conditions would imply repeating the
characterization procedure and adjustment of sev-
eral constitutive models.
An alternative approach, based on multiphysical
and multiscale analyses, is undoubtedly ideal
because it would provide the virtual material
response as a function of the material composition,
microstructure, and working conditions. This type
of approach would also reduce the number of tests,
resulting in a faster evaluation of the suitability of a
particular material in a specific application. Under
this paradigm, the analysis of different physical
phenomena involved at different time and length
scales of observation (i.e., an atoms-to-components
strategy) is required. Thus, the use of numerical
techniques enables the design process. It is for this
reason that we followed an Integrated Computa-
tional Materials Engineering (ICME) approach4 to
gain insight into the several physical phenomena
involved in solar energy harvesting and storage.
Namely, for the characterization of the substrate
material used in the receiver tube (in this applica-
tion, Inconel 625 or IN625) and the performance of
new thermal energy storage (TES) systems.
The idea of using a multiscale scheme for the
development of virtual materials testing tools was
first proposed in the MURI 99 project,5 which was
accomplished by transferring the information
obtained at one scale to the next one, from the
electronic to the macrostructural level. The National
Nuclear Security Administration launched in 2008
the ‘‘Predictive Science Academic Alliance Program’’,
whose primary goal was to reduce the number of
nuclear experiments by relying on numerical simu-
lations.6 This can be seen as the origin of the ICME
approach, whose objective is to combine the expertise
achieved at different scales of observation to enhance
the engineering design process.
The ICME methodology has been rapidly adopted
by the industry, primarily by the aerospace and
automotive sectors,7 allowing for an important
reduction of the number of large-scale experiments.8
In the first case, the strict regulations on structural
components certification still require a large num-
ber of tests. Nevertheless, this certification process
can be accelerated within the ICME paradigm, as
shown in Refs. 9 and 10. Moreover, this method has
been successfully used in airframe11–13 and turbine
design.14,15 A summary showing the maturity level
of the ICME methodology in aeronautics can be
found in Ref. 16.
Regarding the automotive industry, ICME has
been used to analyze new manufacturing pro-
cesses,17 the long-term performance of components,8
or in the design of a new generation of materi-
als.18–20 In this sense, vehicle efficiency and product
optimization have been the main objectives.21,22
As outlined in Ref. 8, the ICME approach can also
be applied to the energy sector to enable greener,
safer, and more sustainable energy technolo-
gies.23,24 However, to our knowledge, the applica-
tion of ICME in the energy sector has not yet been
sufficiently covered in the literature.
In this work, we present an ICME-based
approach for the analysis and design of key compo-
nents in solar plants. For this purpose, we follow a
hierarchical upscaling strategy to predict the mate-
rials behavior involved in energy harvesting and
storage. In the case of the harvesting application,
we present an analysis of IN625 superalloy solar
receiver tubes. Although similar polycrystalline Ni-
based alloys have already been studied,25 their
study was limited to a few scales of observation
(typically, close to the microscale). In our work,
however, we present a full multiscale thermoelastic
characterization of IN625 tubes, from the electronic
to the macroscopic scale. In addition, the non-linear
behavior of this superalloy has been studied here at
specific scales to understand certain physical phe-
nomena (e.g., grain boundary sliding), which are
related to long-term issues such as creep or thermal
fatigue. Regarding the energy storage application,
we present an analysis on the thermomechanical
performance of new designs of TES systems, by
following the same ICME strategy, including the
thermophysical characterization of new phase-
change materials (PCM) used in these devices.
This work was carried out under ‘‘The Virtual
Materials Design Platform’’ project, led by Abengoa
Research, the corporate research center of the
international company Abengoa. As a result, an
in-house simulation platform was developed for the
analysis of relevant multiscale thermomechanical
problems, combining discrete and continuum-based
tools.
In ‘‘The Virtual Materials Design (VMD) Project:
From Atoms to Solar Plants’’ section, the scales of
observation subjected to study are presented accord-
ing to the different physical phenomena involved.
Relevant details on the working methodology fol-
lowed throughout the project are provided. ‘‘Mul-
tiscale Multiphysical Assessment of Solar Energy
Harvesting and Storage Components’’ section shows
the integration strategy of the scales within a
hierarchical methodology. For this purpose, two
reference problems, namely, the thermomechanical
analysis of the receiver tubes and the design of TES
systems are presented. Finally, ‘‘Software’’ section
describes the different modules of the platform and
the workflow designed within the Virtual Materials
Design (VMD) Project.
THE VIRTUAL MATERIALS DESIGN (VMD)
PROJECT: FROM ATOMS TO SOLAR
PLANTS*
The primary objective of the VMD project, which
was first introduced in Abengoa Research’s Strate-
gic Agenda,26 was the development of a multipur-
pose simulation platform to predict the behavior of
complex materials in renewable energy applications
at different scales of observation. Therefore, the
macroscopic behavior of novel materials is derived
from the lowest scale of observation and regardless
of any input parameters, following a pure in silico
form. Although several problems of interest were
explored within the VMD project,26 the platform
*The title of this section is inspired by Horstemeyer’s book,8
Chapter 7: ‘‘Case study: from atoms to autos: a redesign
of a Cadillac control arm’’.
was built on two reference applications, namely, the
virtual testing and characterization of (a) Inconel
625 solar receiver tubes and (b) PCM-based TES
systems.
Scales of Observation
The major conceptual challenge in this project is
to not only perform analyses at specific length and
time scales but also establishing links between
them. Indeed, the physical phenomena under con-
sideration cover, at least, ten orders of magnitude
throughout the time and length scales, from fem-
toseconds to seconds (or even hours or days in the
case of creep or fatigue) and from ångströms to
meters, respectively (Fig. 1). Therefore, a multiscale
multiphysical approach is mandatory in order to
understand the materials behavior at high temper-
ature. A total of six scales of observation were
considered in this study and are detailed next:
 Electronic (Å, fs): at this scale of observation,
quantum mechanics describes the interaction
between the different atoms (and their corre-
sponding subatomic particles such as electrons)
in a specific system. As described in the next
section, we used the density functional theory
(DFT) to analyze the electronic dynamics ab ini-
tio (i.e., using physical constants only). This
strategy allows linking the material composition
and its behavior.
 Atomic (nm, ps): interesting material features
emerge at this scale regarding the behavior of
single phases (e.g., crystals) and interfaces (e.g.,
grain boundaries). Therefore, atomistic modeling
techniques such as molecular dynamics (MD)
and molecular statics (MS) are used to determine
relevant material information such as the stack-
ing fault energies, thermo-elastic behavior, or
dislocation mobility of the IN625 crystals, for
instance.
 Sub-microscopic (lm, ns): in some cases, the
atomistic models mentioned above cannot appro-
priately address certain phenomena involved at
higher time scales, such as the grain boundary
kinetics. In this work, a kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) model is used to tackle this problem. In
addition, important thermal properties (e.g.,
phase diagrams, specific heat) can be identified
at this scale, especially for the different species
considered in the study (i.e., those of IN625 and
new solar salt blends). This identification is
carried out here using computational thermody-
namics (CTD) simulations.
 Microscopic (lm, ls): the material structure
fulfills the continuum mechanics premise at this
scale. Thus, continuum-based tools such as the
finite element method (FEM) and the fast Four-
ier transform (FFT) are used to characterize
IN625 polycrystals subjected to different tem-
perature conditions, which provide relevant
information for the constitutive models used in
simulations at higher scales.
 Mesoscopic (mm, ms): in this project, the
mesoscale lays between the micro- and macro-
scales, but from the continuum mechanics side.
Interesting problems related to the material
integrity of components can be analyzed at this
scale through unit cell or local FEM simula-
tions.
 Macroscopic (m, s): the feasibility of the solar
plant systems (i.e., receiver and heat exchanger)
is subject of study at this scale. Typically,
coupled thermomechanical full-scale FEM simu-
lations are carried out, whose input material
properties are obtained with the previous lower
scale simulations.
Fig. 1. From atoms to solar plants: length and time scales of observation and disciplines involved in the VMD project.
As discussed in the next section, the central multi-
scale scheme adopted in this project is the hierar-
chical upscaling technique. Thus, unidirectional
handshakes are performed at the boundaries of
the scales described above, employing information-
passing techniques.27 Other strategies such as
nested communication (i.e., FE2)28 or concurrent
multiscale methods29 were also implemented in our
simulation platform.30
The VMD Platform Project
The development of a tailor-made ICME platform
for the analysis and design of components for solar
plants is not only a challenge from the technical
point of view but also from the management one. It
involves the resolution of scientific problems, soft-
ware integration, and the interaction of cross-disci-
plinary working groups. For the sake of simplicity,
we adopted a problem-type approach. Therefore,
several reference problems present in solar plants
owned by Abengoa were analyzed, paying particular
attention to the thermomechanical performance of
structural and functional materials.
Within the scope of the VMD project, the achieved
milestones were the identification of state-of-the-art
simulation platforms, the identification of the most
suitable simulation tools, and the development of
two modules: one for MD simulations and another
for coupled thermomechanical FEM simulations.
Hence, different work groups were in charge of the
analysis of these problems at specific scales of
observation.
The VMD project was led by Abengoa Research
with the collaboration of specialized research
groups, namely, IMDEA Materiales (Madrid,
Spain), the International Center for Numerical
Methods in Engineering CIMNE (Barcelona, Spain),
and the Nanostructured Materials for Technological
Applications research group at the University Pablo
de Olavide (Sevilla, Spain). This project involved
more than 30 researchers, from 2012 to 2016. As a
result, the technology readiness level (TRL) of the
platform increased from TRL 2 to 5, which in terms
of software technology implies passing from the
formulation of the concept to the software validation
in a relevant environment.
MULTISCALE MULTIPHYSICAL ASSESS-
MENT OF SOLAR ENERGY HARVESTING
AND STORAGE COMPONENTS
In this section, the ICME methodology adopted
within the VMD project is presented from two
applications: (1) the thermomechanical characteri-
zation of IN625 solar receiver tubes, and (2) the
thermomechanical assessment of a new PCM-based
TES system. In both cases, a hierarchical upscaling
technique was used to obtain relevant material
parameters that were subsequently passed from one
level to a higher one.
Thermomechanical Characterization of IN625
Solar Receiver Tubes
Solar receiver tubes receive the sunlight from
myriads of mirrors on the solar field and are
responsible for heating the so-called heat transfer
fluid, typically a synthetic oil or molten salt, and
should absorb as much solar radiation as possible.
Solar absorption can be enhanced with the use of so-
called solar selective coatings (SSCs), which are a
class of multi-layered cover deposited onto the
substrate material to increase the absorptance and
decrease the emissivity of the assembly. The struc-
tural stability of SSC layers at high temperature
has already been studied in Ref. 30. In the present
work, we focus on the behavior of the substrate
material, IN625, at high temperature. Different
phenomena, such as the settlement of thermal and
mechanical properties (and their dependency on the
temperature), the behavior of grain boundaries or
the effect of thermal cycling, are explored in this
work following a bottom–up upscaling strategy.
Development of Potentials for Ni-Based Alloys
The electronic scale is the most basic level at
which matter can be currently studied. Ab initio
methods, which only depend on physical constants,
were used to determine relevant atomic information
between the different elements of the compounds
(e.g., potentials, activation energy, free energy).
DFT simulations were used to evaluate the interac-
tion between Ni, Cr, Mo, and Fe, which are the main
constituents of IN625. It must be remarked that this
superalloy barely presents precipitates; therefore, it
can be considered as a single FCC phase presenting
its elements in solid solution. The electronic study
considering all these elements goes beyond the
characterization of IN625 and supposes a first step
towards developing an effective molecular potential
valid for different compositions that would allow
investigating the effect of the particular composition
in the thermoelastic behavior.
As a first attempt, and due to the lack of
appropriate interatomic potentials for Ni-Cr alloys
in the literature, a Johnson-type embedded atom
method (EAM) potential was optimized based on
experimental observables (e.g., lattice parameter,
cohesive energy, elastic constants, or the coefficient
of thermal expansion). Thus, DFT simulations were
carried out to validate the parameterized potentials
by checking the lattice parameter and cohesive
energy. In such a way, an ab initio route was found
for the definition of the potentials, as detailed in
Ref. 31. The accuracy of this potential was proven
successful for predicting the behavior of Ni-Cr
compounds; nevertheless, the same process failed
when third species such as Mo or Fe were taken into
account. For this reason, an automatic parameter-
ization of the potentials, purely based on DFT
simulations, were successfully used for fitting the
electron density and the short-range terms of the
EAM potentials for Ni-Cr-Mo-Fe alloys, with no use
of experimental data.32 This first step is shown in
Fig. 2a. The development of the potential is detailed
in Ref. 32.
From the thermodynamic point of view, DFT
simulations were also used to predict the miscibility
gap (Fig. 2a), which is a requirement in the CTD
simulations of the phase equilibria of the Ni-Cr-Mo-
Fe system. The analysis of the Cr-Mo subsystem is
presented in Ref. 33.
Characterization of Crystals and Grain Boundaries
The MD potentials developed in ‘‘Development of
Potentials for Ni-Based Alloys’’ section were imple-
mented in atomistic simulations to characterize the
behavior of single phases (i.e., IN625 crystals) and
their interfaces (i.e., grain boundaries). Moreover,
the atomistic modeling scope was broader in the
VMD project; in fact, other phases such as bulk
amorphous carbon and TiC nanoparticles, present
in the SSC’s absorber layer, were analyzed with
other existing potentials (e.g., REBO, AIREBO,
2NN-MEAM).30
Atomistic models (i.e., MD and MS) were used to
obtain the stacking fault energies, thermoelastic
behavior, and dislocation mobility of crystals,
among other properties. In particular, MD simula-
tions of an IN625 crystal with a few thousand atoms
(Fig. 2b) were carried out to evaluate the density,
elastic constants (C11, C12, and C44), and coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion (CTE), in a temperature
range up to 1200 K. An in-depth analysis of this
characterization is reported in Ref. 32. As observed
in Fig. 2b, the agreement of the computed CTE with
that of the ASTM standard34 is remarkable, even
though no experimental input was used. Moreover,
the platform allows the determination of thermo-
physical properties such as the thermal conductivity
(K) or specific heat (Cp), as seen for the SSCs
phases.30
In addition, simulations considering two grains
made of the principal constituent were also per-
formed to determine the grain boundary (GB)
mobility and interaction with dislocations (Fig. 2b).
In fact, it is well known that GB plays a fundamen-
tal role in creep life at high temperatures through
grain boundary sliding and the diffusion of vacan-
cies (from and through the GB), and are also
responsible for intergranular cracking in static
and fatigue conditions.35–37 Thus, MD simulations
of a bicrystal with specific crystallographic orienta-
tions were made using a simple Ni potential to
alleviate the complexity arising from using the
complex multi-component potential. This MD study
provided the energy, stress–strain response, and GB
displacement of the interface at different tempera-
tures up to 900 K (see Fig. 2b).
Although corresponding to a larger scale of obser-
vation (i.e., the sub-microscale), a KMC model was
also developed to account for the atomistic
simulations (i.e., molecular statics and nudged
elastic band) to extract the minimum energy path.38
The resulting model allowed the simulation of GB
sliding and coupled migration at a higher time
scale, reaching deformation rates more than
four orders of magnitude larger than that of MD
(Fig. 2b), but still in excellent agreement with the
MD simulations. The information provided by this
model can be used to define the shear-sliding
cohesive laws in the polycrystal FEM model
described in ‘‘Thermomechanical Behavior of
IN625’’ section.
Another aspect studied with MD was the interface
behavior of amorphous carbon matrices reinforced
with TiC nanoparticles, namely, the debonding
mechanism leading to a decrease in the thermome-
chanical performance of SSC.30
The information obtained with the atomistic
simulations were upscaled in terms of single-phase
temperature-dependent mechanical properties (e.g.,
C11, C12, C44, or CTE) and interfacial traction–
separation laws, available for microstructural
simulations.
Thermomechanical Behavior of IN625
The material behavior of IN625 polycrystals was
characterized using mean-field methods.39–41 For
this purpose, the single crystal thermal-dependent
properties obtained in ‘‘Characterization of Crys-
tals and Grain Boundaries’’ section were used.
Random crystal texture and different tempera-
tures were considered.32 The results for the elastic
modulus and Poisson’s ratio are plotted in Fig. 2c.
It can be seen that the adjustment is reasonable,
taking into account that no experimental data
were used. In addition, an FFT-based homoge-
nization analysis of a polycrystal containing ca.
2000 grains (Fig. 2c) was carried out in order to
determine the elastic constants at different tem-
peratures, reaching very similar values to those
provided by the analytical method (see Ref. 32 for
more details).
Regarding the inelastic behavior of IN625 poly-
crystals, different strategies were tested within the
VMD project. First, classical plastic-hardening FEM
simulations were carried out for polycrystals with
given textures (Fig. 2c). Then, a crystal plasticity
finite element method (CPFEM) model29 was tested
for the analysis of the local behavior of a dozen
grains (Fig. 2c). However, as pointed out above, the
polycrystal behavior at high temperature is gov-
erned by GB effects. For this reason, cohesive
elements were then implemented in the platform
to model the interface behavior (Fig. 2c), as sug-
gested in Ref. 42. However, the combination of both
models is still under development and limited to a
low number of grains. For the cyclic behavior, an
equivalent FEM micromechanical thermal damage
model, defined in terms of damage initiation and
evolution rules, was also successfully tested.
Fig. 2. Bottom–up multiscale analysis of IN625 solar receiver tubes: (a) potential development, (b) determination of elastic constants and CTE of
single grains and GB sliding characterization (reprinted with permission from Ref. 38), (c) FEM and FFT simulations of polycrystals, and (d)
thermomechanical FEA of a receiver tube.
One important aspect of microstructural model-
ing is microstructure generation. Hence, represen-
tative volume elements (RVE) of polycrystals were
generated using Voronoi tessellations, including
their grain texture.
Microscale simulations play a fundamental role in
the VMD platform as they can be used to provide
single-scale results. Combined with meso- and
macroscale tools, typically FEA software, they can
assess the thermomechanical performance of the
tubes (Fig. 2d). This link can be arranged in the
platform in a sequential form,27 or a concurrent
multiscale scheme,28,29 to evaluate the constitutive
tensor of the macroscale problem, if necessary.
Finally, we must remark that receiver tubes
usually experience substantial temperature gradi-
ents, which in some cases exceed 100 K in a given
section. This temperature field can also be computed
from higher-resolution models that include the
different heat transfer mechanisms present in the
receiver cavity (convection plays an important role
here).
Thermomechanical Characterization of New
PCM-Based TES Systems
The main goal regarding the energy storage
application considered is the characterization of
new PCM-based TES systems. TES blocks are of
great importance in CSP plants, as they are respon-
sible for storing thermal energy (usually in the form
of sensible heat) and provide electricity when solar
radiation is not available (e.g., during the night).
The economic feasibility of CSP plants largely
depends on the thermomechanical performance of
the TES block. Therefore, the technical assessment
of TES systems is relevant. In this application, we
present a heat exchanger (Fig. 3a) composed of
thousands of PCM capsules arranged within a high-
conductivity matrix (Fig. 3b). Of course, the identi-
fication and characterization of new PCM materials
are of great interest and, in this case, a new type of
solar salt, which is a nitrates blend (60% NaNO3
and 40% KNO3) enhanced with third species (e.g.,
Li, Cs), was tested. In this case, we adopted a top–
down multiscale strategy for the analysis of the heat
exchanger at three levels: system, component, and
material. The application presented here is for
demonstration purposes (i.e., confidential informa-
tion has been omitted).
System Level
The system level belongs to the macroscale and,
in this application, corresponds to the analysis of
the heat exchanger (HEX), tens of meters long.
Thus, we analyze a specific device with the use of
coupled thermomechanical FEA, accounting for the
heating and cooling rates provided by the solar field.
These simulations allowed the identification of the
thermal stresses along this device (Fig. 3a). The
thermophysical properties were obtained by means
of a refined analysis, namely the simulation of a
cross-section of the HEX (Fig. 3b). Thus, a local
macroscale analysis was carried out first consider-
ing the heterogeneity of the system by accounting
for thousands of PCM capsules and the matrix, and
the time evolution of the temperature field was
obtained (Fig. 3b). Next, an equivalent homogenized
model, including the phase-change process, was
developed so as to compute the thermal stresses
within that section (Fig. 3c). Another important
parameter analyzed with this model is the global
thermal inertia of the HEX. The homogenized model
also reduces the computer times in a significant
manner.
Component Level
As shown by the macroscale simulations, some
critical spots were identified close to the distribution
pipes. Thus, a mesoscale thermomechanical FEA at
the component level (i.e., a cell containing tens of
PCM capsules with a few millimeters of diameter)
was carried out to identify the phase-change process
and determine the thermal stresses.
A periodic unit cell analysis of the component (i.e.,
a cell containing one capsule with its corresponding
PCM material and surrounding matrix, as shown in
Fig. 3b) was also analyzed with the FEM to char-
acterize the local thermal inertia. Thus, the solid-
ification and melting times were computed, and the
thermal stresses, both in the capsule and matrix,
were obtained and compared to their corresponding
limits. Thermal cycling promotes the apparition of
local thermal stresses that deteriorate the long-term
performance of the system.
Computational Thermodynamics: Design of New
Solar Salts
Finally, at the material level, computational
thermodynamics (CTD), precisely, the CALPHAD
method,43 was used to determine the thermophys-
ical properties of new blends of solar salts.44 This
method was also used to characterize the Inconel
alloy, as discussed in Ref. 33.
The CALPHAD method was adopted to quantify
the effect of third components (e.g., LiNO3, CsNO3)
when added to ordinary solar salt (i.e., NaNO3 and
KNO3), especially on the resulting phase diagrams
and the specific heat, which is responsible for the
sensible storage capacity of the device.
Another aspect that was analyzed with CAL-
PHAD was the latent heat capacity of the mix (i.e.,
fusion enthalpy, DHf), which can be combined with
the sensible mechanism so as to increase the total
thermal storage capacity. These results are not only
useful at the current scale to identify which
Fig. 3. Top–down multiscale analysis of PCM-based TES systems: (a) macroscale thermomechanical FEA of the HEX and refined simulations of
a cross-section including its equivalent homogenized model, (b) component level analyses considering multiple and single capsule unit cells
during the heating and cooling process, and (c) CTD-driven material level analyses of new solar salts considering their phase-change behavior
(reprinted with permission from Ref. 47).
additives may enhance the TES performance but
also their thermophysical properties (K, Cp, DHf)
were used at higher levels to characterize the
system.
SOFTWARE
The analysis of the problems described above
required the use of different software modules.
Indeed, one of the main results of the VMD project
was the integration of several modules into a unique
simulation platform.
Software Modules Available
Due to the vast nature of the VMD project, several
tools have been used to solve the problems posed at
different scales of observation. These are summa-
rized next:
 DFT: VASP,45 Gulp.46




 FEA: Kratos Multiphysics,52 Abaqus FEA.53
 RVE generation: GiD,54 Voro++,55 Dream3D,56
Matlab.57
GiD-VMD
The commercial software GiD, developed by
CIMNE, was used as the orchestrator of the inte-
grated platform (Fig. 4a). GiD is a universal and
user-friendly pre- and postprocessor for numerical
simulations. It was used as the interface of the two
simulation modules: MD and FEA.
GiD_Lammps is a module that generates the MD
scripts for Lammps through a graphical user inter-
face. This module was designed in order to include
default preferences such as the potentials used in
the reference problems (e.g., EAM, REBO, AIREBO,
2NN-MEAM), problem type (e.g., uniaxial test), or
required output data (e.g., elastic constants, CTE,
K, Cp). The output data can be stored in the material
library, which can be retrieved from the FEA
module.
GiD_Kratos was developed as an interface of
Kratos Multiphysics,52 and is the FEA tool used to
define and solve both the microstructural and
macroscopic problems. It accounts for the essential
features of these analyses (e.g., cohesive elements,
plasticity models, thermal analysis). GiD_Kratos
also allows for the definition of a micro- and
macrostructure and has FE2 solver capabilities.29
Moreover, the module is connected to other GiD
plugins, which were developed on-purpose for this
project. Among these, the RVE generators (Fig. 4b)
Fig. 4. The VMD project simulation platform: (a) GiD_VMD orchestrator including the MD and FEA modules connected via the material library,
(b) RVE generation plugins, and (c) third software used in the project.
are to be highlighted as they can generate Voronoi
tessellations or spherical inclusions. This suite of
GiD plugins, MD, and FEA modules with unique
features was released within this project under the
name GiD_VMD, and allowed the interaction with
the rest of the tools used (Fig. 4c) through its
material library.
CONCLUSION
Solar thermal energy has become an attractive,
sustainable alternative to fossil fuel combustion;
however, its full market penetration demands the
increase of the operating temperatures and the
design of large-scale TES systems. In this work, we
have presented the principal outcomes of the Vir-
tual Materials Design Project, an ICME-based
approach led by the renewable energy company
Abengoa Research during years 2012–2016, whose
primary objective was a better understanding of the
thermomechanical behavior of critical components
in solar thermal power plants.
In this project, six scales of observation were
covered, involving more than 30 researchers from
four different research groups, and more than ten
software modules were extensively used in the
resolution of the posed problems. As a result, a
complete thermoelastic multiscale analysis, from
quantum to continuum mechanics, was carried out
for Inconel 625 receiver tubes, and new PCM-based
TES devices were analyzed, including the virtual
design of new blends of solar salts. One of the main
outcomes of this project is the development and
integration of a single simulation platform, combin-
ing MD and FEA modules, the so-called GiD_VMD
platform. From our experience, the decision on
following a problem-based approach was successful,
not only for solving technical issues but also for the
management of a high cross-disciplinary team,
composed of chemists, material scientists, and
engineers.
Finally, substantial economic benefits may be
achieved by following an ICME approach in the
energy sector as it certainly reduces the cost of
large-scale prototypes, decreasing the development
times and maintenance costs due to a better under-
standing of materials behavior.
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